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UN/EDIFACT Directory

- Versions D.12A and D.12B
  - Validated and Published
  - For noting under Agenda Item 4

- Version D.13A
  - DMRs resolved
  - Validation in progress
UN/CEFACT Core Component Library (CCL) based on Core Components Technical Specification (CCTS) version 2.01

- Version D.11B containing
  - Accounting Entry
  - Agriculture – Agronomical Observation Reporting
- Version D.12A containing
  - SDMX (Statistical Data and Metadata Exchange)
- Version D.12B containing
  - Travel Reservations
  - Agriculture
    - Florecom data for the Cross Industry Invoice
    - Electronic Laboratory Observation Reporting

XML Schema Library

- Version D.11A schema containing
  - Accounting Bundle Collection
  - Accounting Trial Balance
- Version D.11B schema containing
  - Accounting Entry
  - Agriculture – Agronomical Observation reporting
- Version D.12B and schema containing
  - Travel Reservations
  - Florecom data for the Cross Industry Invoice
  - Electronic Laboratory Observation reporting
Works in Progress

- Development of CCL D.13A
  - Harmonized Submissions including:
    - Travel
    - Accounting
    - Transboundary Movement of Waste
    - Short Sea
  - Currently Harmonizing
    - Rapid Alert System for Feed and Food
- Development and refinement of procedures
  - Updating procedures to automate as much as possible the production of the library and schema

- Development of CCL based on CCTS 3.0
  - Core Component submissions harmonized and validated
  - Business Information Entities (BIEs) and XML Schemas for project submissions ready for public review from:
    - Cross Industry Invoice
    - eTendering
    - Contract Financial Execution Management

- Completed development of procedures for harmonization, production, and validation of CCTS 3.0 – based libraries and schema